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  . .  however I am curious, as I have read and I find the different documentation for it also, from cubase . . . and from
wind . . . . . My question is . . . . why do the cubase asio Drivers uses the technology for scheduling . . . . but then the low latency

driver from wind does not? . . .  How does this work? . . . If the technology is that an OS gives the microprocessor a task, and
the OS should also give the microprocessor a time, that the processor has been given a task, and that the processor should also

be given a time to finish the task. Why do we have to do that when we use windlow asio as driver? What is the diffrence
between those, and how does the cubase low latency driver know the hardware? . . . If I . . . . understand it correct, that cubase

uses a software based system, that generates a sequence of tasks, that the driver can use and then the microprocessor can use this
sequence of tasks, and if it has finished all tasks, that the driver should not wait, but go to the next task, and so on. But how does
this differ from the wind low latency Driver? I would be thankful for every answer! And also, how does this work when using a
kernel as the Driver? With the cubase driver for example, how can I configure it, and how can I know if the driver is configured
correctly? What is the difference between using the cubase and wind . . . asio Drivers? And what is the difference between the
driver and a kernel driver? And lastly, how can I configure these drivers? Can I install the drivers in the same way I install the

cubase software? Or is it somehow different? Thanks! Daniel A: Cubase and Windlow asio implementation are pretty much the
same and it's not very likely to get different results. There are differences in their drivers as it's not the same team developing

both products. Read how async I/O works on a page of asio. Its very interesting read! This link is the best to get an
understanding of how the asio implementation works. 520fdb1ae7
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